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5.1.General methodological presentation

The professors who teaches in the psychology degree and the Master of PGS will offer, during the month of July, their
research and work lines and the number of End of Master's Project (EMP) that can handle.

In September, after the registration in this course, students will choose the EMP and supervisor according to their
academic grades from the first Master year.

Students, independently, take time to carry out all activities required for the realization of EMP, using materials and
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resources that their supervisor of EMP has recommended.

EMP tutorials are scheduled. These tutorials can be individual, group or virtual.

5.2.Learning activities

In September, after the registration period, an exhibition class on the EMP will be performed. The coordinator of the
Master will present the guide for the EMP and he will clarify any questions that students may have.

In the tutorials with the EMP supervisors the students will solve specific questions about the activities being developed
regarding the EMP. In addition, in the tutorials the EMP supervisor will review and evaluate the progress of students in
achieving their TFM.

5.3.Program

There is not specific program for this course. The students enrolled in this course will have access to the EMP guide in
the Master webpage.

5.4.Planning and scheduling

The tutorials with the EMP supervisors will be schedule by students and supervisors. The presentation calendar of the
EMP will be announced with sufficient time in advance.

5.5.Bibliography and recomended resources

Recomended resource: EMP GUIDE
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